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GET INVOLVED WITH TỪ HÒA-CICG 

TU HOA – CICG is a voluntary non-profit community group that has been 
established with the endeavour of sharing compassion and love with those 
who are suffering in body or mind. We aim to conduct research and provide 
assistance in the following fields: 

- Inclusive & Life-long education (e.g., Loving Classes and Loving Vocational Training Programs) 

- Health care (e.g., system of Thien Lanh Oriental Therapy centres developed by TỪ HÒA-CICG) 

- Clean water and sanitation (e.g., Drinking water filter for loving class children) 

- Essential infrastructure (i.e. constructing bridges in disadvantaged areas) 

- Environmental care (education, participation in local environmental programs) 

- Natural agriculture (Natural farming gardens) 

- Urgent needs  

Thanks to your generosity given and great support shown for the past year, TỪ HÒA-CICG have 
undertaken some charity works in various fields, bringing happiness to many disadvantaged people 
in Vietnam. Through these deeds, several charity models built up are recognized as ideal, a good 
indicator for better and sustainable development. They do need your on-going support to be practical 
for a long run. Following are the models, which are being promoted, will be activated soon in June, 
2018. 

1) Model for the Development of Oriental Therapy Clinics across Vietnam 

 

Investigations undertaken into quality sources of Traditional Vietnamese Herbals (TVH); face-to-face 
contacts with herbal doctors, herbal physicians, herbal pharmacists, herbal seekers and herbal suppliers; 
and our visits to herbal gardens, herbal therapy clinics, and herbal-manufacturers in An Giang, Dong Thap 
and Saigon, could have shown that nationwide development of Oriental Therapy Clinic Model is feasible 
for the following reasons:   
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- The sources of TVHs are diverse, plentiful and reliable. They are available for being free scattered to 
oriental therapy clinics within TỪ HÒA-CICG’ s system in Vietnam. This could be reflected through 
the buckshee supply of twelve 50-kg-bags of TVHs undertaken by this herbal distributor, as 
requested by TỪ HÒA-CICG, for many low-income patients and some herbal therapy centres in 
Central Vietnam (including the 2nd Thien Lanh Clinic of TỪ HÒA-CICG in Trieu Ai, Quang Tri 
province) in the first quarter of 2018.  

- In cooperation with Saigon Herbal Physician-Training Centre, those, who wish to be herbal 
physicians, will be approved to be trained in theory for a period of 6 months over here after they 
have been selected with a focus on their will that they do vow to serve patients for nothing in a long 
run or for their whole life without getting paid at all.  They will be awarded national diplomas of 
herbal physicians at intermediate level. The total training fee is around 12 million VNDs (820 AUDs) 
which is going to be sponsored by TỪ HÒA-CICG. 

- They have to be on probation at Saigon Thien Lanh Herbal Therapy Centre under the supervision of 
the Famous APEC Herbal Doctor Le Van Loi for two years or until Dr Loi recognize them to be well-
qualified enough to manage an independent clinic. 

- Accommodation, meals and training course-related travel expenses are offered free for them 
until they are officially certified as herbal physicians in terms of knowledge and experience.   

- It is no happier than being informed of the inauguration of Thien Lanh Oriental Therapy 
Clinic held on 22 August, 2018 at Hai Lang, giving rise to free-of-charge medical services for 
thousands of low-income people in Quang Tri, one of the most disadvantaged provinces of 
Vietnam. This clinic will be developed to be a giant oriental and western therapy centre in the 
province in future, benefiting many more medically underprivileged patients in a long run. 

 

 The 100 m2 covered waiting zone with the Signboard of Thien Lanh Oriental Therapy Clinic and 150 m2 tiled 
floor from which 50 m2 part protruded, will be decorated with ornamental plants and flowers, reducing patients'  stress 
and tension or illness.  
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Three medical rooms with 6 patient beds 
Thanks to the active TỪ HÒA members’ financial support, particularly the endless and 
tireless efforts and lots of time Mr.Thành, a devoted  TỪ HÒA-CICG member, put  into 
managing, supervising the project and coordinating the staff work,   all the works have 
been successfully completed, as suggested by Senior Venerable Thich Lieu Bon, within four 
weeks right before Vu Lan Festival, a very important Buddhist event, catching so many 
attendants’ eye.  
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Mr. Thanh and Three herbal doctors in charge of Thien Lanh Clinic 
On the other hand, on the 21st of August 2018, 32 large bags of various herbals collected 
by Mr. Hung, another enthusiastic TỪ HÒA-CICG member from the Herbal centres 
situated in Saigon and Cao Lanh, Dong Thap province, were transported to Thien Lanh 
Oriental Therapy Clinic, Hai Lang district, Quang Tri. It is therefore that many more free-of-
charge oriental therapy clinics will be able to be established across Vietnam, benefiting 
many more low-income patients throughout Vietnam. 

2) Loving Class (Life-Long Learning Centre), Free Community Library, L’Oréal Professional Hairdressing 
Training Point, and Charity Point for Prompt responses to urgent needs/cases.  

Thanks to the dedication of Mr. Hung and Ms. Chi, the enthusiastic members of TỪ HÒA-CICG for nine 
years, not only has our Loving Class been an ideal place for a thousand migrant illiterate children to be 
educated and loved, but also it has become an effective multi-purpose charity centre.  
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- Our Life-Long Learning Class is a loving place for hundreds of very disadvantaged migrant children 
(lottery-ticket sellers, scavengers, hawkers etc) every year to be taught how to read, to write and to 
do the four basic operations; and to be educated to become good children in family and in society. 

- Our Life-Long Learning Class is a place that serves daily nutritious organic vegetarian meals to 
hundreds of disadvantaged children and to their voluntary teachers. 

- Our Life-Long Learning Class is also a non-formal education place that has welcomed tens of illiterate 
adults every other night. They (most of them are low-income workers) are instructed by our 
voluntary teachers how to read, to write and to do the four basic operations. 

- Our Life-Long Learning Class is a free-money community library which absorbs some readers each 
day. 

- Our Life-Long Learning Class is a professional hairdressing training point of the L’Oréal Vietnam, 
which helps train older-year children from our Loving Class to be professional hairdressers. 
Additionally, other disadvantaged adults, in our neigbourhood, where there are so many poor people 
residing for the time being in slums, also have a good chance to pursue these free-of charge training 
courses held and sponsored by the L’Oréal. All apprentices of this charity program will be free served 
nutritious organic vegetarian meals before class. For those who could not take bus or who have no 
means of transport, will be offered to take our electric bikes in free use during the three-month-
training period. 

- Last but not least, our Life-Long Learning Class is a place that every week ten to twenty five-kg bags 
or ten-kilogram bags of rice are given to those who are in extreme difficulty. Particularly, this place is 
always taking prompt responses to urgent cases, stopping regrettable consequences of poor souls. 
For instance, the case of a fatherless thirteen-year-old teenager Chau: She was suddenly left us to 
look after, as her mother had to run away due to no money to return her debt.  Another heartfelt case 
that should also be mentioned in this letter is about a fatherless ten-year-old boy who was left with 
his grandmother by his mother’s death from AIDs. His grandmother (his mum’s mother), a lottery-
ticket seller was too old to take care of him. Therefore, Mr. Hung and Mrs. Chi (his wife) are always 
supporting him much more considerately than many other children. From my knowledge and 
experience, I can say that 101 unhappy lives, which have been occurring around our Loving Class, 
should be supported in time. 

3) Organic Vegetable Garden 

A 400 square-metre organic vegetable garden has been built in a charity complex near the bus station in 
Danang at the total cost of over 56 million VNDs (3350 AUDs). In this garden, natural farming has been 
applied without using any pesticides, herbicides, chemicals and NPK. In this respect, natural vegetables 
will be supplied for those who need to keep their families healthy and safe. The income gained is spent 
for reproduction and for the charity activities organized and coordinated by TỪ HÒA-CICG. Fortunately, 
some Buddhists have been volunteering their time caring for such a garden, which is also an ideal place 
for the seniors to be engaged in watering and looking after vegetables. We do hope this vegetable garden 
will be successful, stimulating further ones to be developed in the near future, benefitting many more 
people and increasing income for TỪ HÒA-CICG’s charity fund.  

4) Danang Charity Complex  

Apart from the garden, Senior Venerable Thich Thien Buu and TỪ HÒA-CICG have reached the agreement 
that another land lot owned by him with its area of 120 m2 (6m*20m) is permitted in use for long of 
constructing a charity complex..  

This complex comprises three spaces. In the front is a pure, right-doings-themed library of 54 m2 in area, 
which will also be used for diverse purposes. In the middle is an open space with its area of 30 m2, which 
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will be designed to be a beautiful landscape where guests, local folks, patients or anyone can find 
themselves calm and peaceful. To the end is an oriental therapy centre, which will also be utilized as a 
storeroom of medicinal herbs from which these medicines will be distributed to traditional therapy 
clinics across Vietnam’s central coastal region as well as northern Vietnam. 

This project has been planned with intended activities for those who would like to get involved 
in/engaged in. It should be noted that every week, some patients will be taken by our charity car to a 
peaceful Charity Traditional Vietnamese therapy clinic with 50 patient-beds located near a waterfall full 
of wild flowers in Hoa Vang rural district, 20 km away from Danang Central. 

A pavement café is also going to be formed in the front to have some income used as TỪ HÒA-CICG’s 
charity fund. Following is the design of such a charity complex, which is going to be constructed in 2018. 

 

5) Saigon Traditional Vietnamese herbal Supplier  

A lot of visits of ours, which were paid for the past months to a Charity Traditional Vietnamese Herbal 
Distributor located in Tan Phu, Sai Gon, have really convinced us of its quality and quantity of herbal 
medicines of various kinds, which are sufficient to be free supplied for twenty or more oriental therapy 
clinics within TỪ HÒA-CICG’s system. To make it survive and develop further and sustainably, it will need 
our passionate support in terms of finance and administration. 

6) Sai Gon High-Quality Charity Hospital has been waiting for potential sponsors, who do wish to 
make a big difference with TỪ HÒA-CICG in a long run. 

It is obvious that nearly all the models (projects) have been getting off the ground thanks to your 
wholehearted assistance. However, to promote their further and sustainable development, your 
continuing support is really needed. Therefore, on behalf of TỪ HÒA-CICG, I sincerely would like to make 
an appeal for your donations every month, every quarter, every half a year or every year. With your 
zealous help, happiness will be spread to many more disadvantaged people in need of our services.  

Once again, we also would like to take this opportunity to express our most heartfelt thanks to your 
support demonstrated for the past time through which a lot of deeds in various fields have been 
successfully undertaken.  
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Love, Happiness and Peace 

 

Dr. Tien DANG, 

Founder of TỪ HÒA – CICG (COMPASSIONATE INCLUSIVE CONNECTION GROUP) 


